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IMPORTANT MEETING OF G. E. SOCIETY OFFICERS

A Statement of Past Season's Work and Finances was Made

ENGINEERING PAPER DISCUSSED

Important Amendment to Constitution of Society to be Made

A meeting of the recently elected officers of the Civil Engineering Society was held last Tuesday afternoon and after stating the reasons for the meeting, President Powell gave a resume of the week's work during the past year and the financial condition at the present time.

The advantage of an early start in its work, by the Program Committee was pointed out and the hope was expressed that the members would do as much as possible during the summer so that the coming year might be completed as nearly as possible by the time the fall term opens. It was the opinion of the officers that the Vice-President should be Chairman of the Program Committee, and an amendment to the Constitution to that effect was made and passed.

The members held together every two wishing alternates with afternoon meetings. It is hoped that the members of the Society will take advantage of all opportunities this summer to get information and photographs of interesting work of which they may see. It is hoped to have papers and illustrated (also by members) in the year.

The advisability of publishing a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a zine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed thoroughly. It was feared inadvisable to publish a magazine was discussed throughout.

In the Limelight

Don't fail to purchase a bunch of the latest issue of The Tech to-morrow. We guarantee you will not be sorry. All our Students are passed fast terms.

Did you know that Basket Ball has been carried at the Institute for over a year? Well, I guess that is no other than 1913. But the Tech to-morrow.

We will pass nothing along with Track and Hackett with a couple of Barre pictures taken in Union Bay Ball games thrown into.

Well, the crew failed to get their desired insignia. Cheer up, better luck next time.

How are you coming out this year?

The "Tech" for next year will be announced at the Annual Banquet Friday night.

The Tech will suspend publication with the Spring Close-up. The suspension will be made during Senior Week.

TECHNIQUE 1913 ART COMPETITION STARTS

Art Editor North Explains to Group of Men, the Rules of Competition

At one-thirty yesterday afternoon, R. N. Art Editor of TECHNIQUE 1913, addressed a group of Sophomores and a Freshman on the rules governing the work of next year's TECHNIQUE. The size for the fall page drawings is 4 1/2 inches by 6 1/2 inches. For this size, the headings, the size is to be 1 1/2 inches by 2 1/2 inches.

Art Editor North gave some hints to the style of drawing preferred. The cuts should be as simple as possible—positive style in fact—with heavy lines so as to reproduce well.

He then explained to the 1913 men the rules governing the competition for the Assistant Art Editorship, two to be elected. For the competition, a full page heading for either "Athletics," or "Junior Week" may be used. This is to be in line work entirely, black ink on white paper.

These pictures are apt to be sent to R. N. Art Editor bearing a postmark of later than June fifteenth will be considered in the full competition. All 1913 men are eligible to compete. Art work may however be sent to the Art Editor by men of any other class.

M. E. SOCIETY TO HAVE PINS

First Student Branch of the A. S. M. E. To Have This Privilege

The Mechanical Engineering Society have finally succeeded in obtaining a pin to be worn by the members. The M. E. Society at the Institute, which is a branch of the A. S. M. E., is the first student branch of the American Society to have the privilege of wearing the society's insignia.

The pin designed by Foster Russell 1911, is a shield shaped affairlexperienced teacher, a professor of mathematics, and a man having a strong personal, sympathetic interest in students. The design coming from the deparments of physics, chemistry, and modern language represent those subjects in the Institute, and the pins are issued on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays three to seven for consultation with freshmen and sophomores who desires aid in mechanics, mathematics, physics, chemistry, and modern language.

"The school is run at cost, the charge for the four full sessions being $1.50, and the school sits on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons from 2 to 4 free of charge for the benefit of those students who can not afford to pay even the nominal charge. The great advantage is that the student is not sided against the outsider, but by a competent teacher trained in the same subjects in the aid is sought. The aim is not to carry along lazy and incompetent students on his feet a worthy man after a fall."